EdgeX Foundry Core/QA Working Group

ATTENDEES

ML Melody Liu (IOTech) (Host, me)
RH Rodney Hess (Beechwoods)
BM Brian McGinn (Intel)
CH Celine Hsu (IOTech)
CT Cloud Tsai
JW Jim Wang (Intel)
L- Lenny - Intel

AGENDA

TAF Status

- Functional tests:
  - Non-Security 613 tests - All pass
  - Security 613 tests - All pass

- Integration tests:
  - Non-Security 130 tests - 1 failed
  - Security 133 tests - 1 failed

- Performance tests:
  - Non-Security 10 tests - All pass
  - Security 9 tests - All pass

QA Progress

- QA progress:
Done

- Update TAF tests for URI4Files (profiles & provision watchers) #876

Review

- feat: Add tests for notifications retention #878

Core Progress

Done

- Docs updated
- [edgex-go] Notifications amount is still over than MaxCap after executing the purge job #4682
- [edgex-go] Add LastConnected metric to device services common config #4684

Review

New issue

- [Core Metadata] Handle plugged devices moving from one node to another node #4694

Other Business


Core /QA WG  [Project Board]

URI’s for Files Implementation [Project Board]

Security [Project Board]

EdgeX Documentation Overhaul [Project Board]

NOTES
Oct 10 is a public holiday in Taiwan so the meeting will be cancelled that week.